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Socialism in Sinclair Lewis’s Main Street 

 

Abstract 

 Sinclair Lewis is a dominating figure in American letters, exploring and laying bare 

the cheap quality of provincial thinking, the shabby pretensions, false social standards, and 

the hypocritical camaraderie of American life. He is the writer of international reputation, 

who made American literature acceptable in Europe, becoming the first American winner of 

the Nobel Prize in Literature. During the decade of the twenties, the mirror which his novels 

held up to the material crassness and spiritual befuddlement of middle - class Americans 

established Lewis as a forceful cultural commentator, a best-selling novelist and the darling 

even of those whom he damned. Art for life’s sake is the purpose of his writing. He takes life 

as a whole. He appreciates good things but at the same time does not neglect bad ones also. 

He is one of those personalities who dare to speak the truth to show the cringing forms and 

the false, cowardly, cruel faces beneath the mask. For this purpose, he criticizes the American 
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way of living in a pessimistic manner, his own view of things though is optimistic. 

 

 Key Words: American Life, Social Reform, Provincialism, Gopher Prairies, Optimistic, 

pessimistic 

Sinclair Lewis stands out as the most prolific writer of his generation. He has written 

at least two first rate novels, created a dozen powerful characters, and produced half a 

hundred masterly satirical sketches as well as adding new words to the language and 

popularizing, more than anybody else, a new and skeptical slant on American life. 

Lewis is versatile genius who has tried his hand in novels, plays, editing, journalism, satire, 

letter writing, essays, and social criticism. Lewis is an extremely hard worker; he has done 

extensive research for each novel, carrying notebooks and drawing plans of streets, houses 

and furniture. All this makes it possible for him to evoke a concrete world. This attention to 

realistic detail extends to the speech of his characters. More than any novelist of his time, 

Lewis makse a systematic effort to record American speech from all levels of society, 

collecting examples of usage as if he were a student of linguistics. Virginia Woolf claimed 

to have discovered the American language in Lewis's works. As Mark Schorer went on to 

affirm that Lewis “Unquestionably helped us into the imagination of ourselves as did no 

other writer of the 1920’s.”1 

Lewis lays out for himself, to see that he plans nothing less than a catalogue of the 

interwoven worlds of society, the small towns and cities, the worlds of business, of science, 

of religion, of education and eventually the worlds of labour and professional politics, 

working it out at a time when the shabby, optimistic patriotic smugness of the American 

literary tradition imprisons the imaginations of so many of his contemporaries. He shouts 

out at the weakness of American society so that he can make them best. He has a grasp of 

these people and their environments, together with a sense of the country as a whole. For 
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him, his writing is not a momentary inspiration. As Lewis’s close friend Harrison Smith has 

described him “a brilliant and dynamic man, deeply concerned with social problems, 

generous, restless, often unhappy.”2 

At the peak of his career, however Lewis’ examination of American life was so 

incisive that he gave the words “Babbitt” and “Main Street “special meanings that these 

terms still possess. His novel teaches Americans ‘new ways of looking at them. He is 

remarkably perceptive about the national character, and some of his writings could almost 

be termed prophetic. Mark Schorer’s lengthy biography, Sinclair Lewis’ An American Life, 

“concluded with this back handed compliment: “He was one of the worst writers in modern 

American Literature, but without his writing one cannot imagine modern American 

Literature.”3 

He analyses all the things realistically about American of his time. Through the 

window of his novels, one can peep into American life. Due to this quality, he is able to 

attract and hold millions of readers, create archetypes and new words for generations of 

Americans, and win both the Pulitzer and Nobel Prizes in the space of ten years. He has 

attracted the readers to show them their weaknesses, shallowness, provinciality and 

smugness. He has won the highest literary awards by incisive criticism of their way of 

livings. He is having courage to scold them so that they can improve themselves. He depicts 

the real image of America in front of the whole world. To be honest for his profession, he 

did not want to trap in the glory of awards so he rejected all the awards which were given to 

him for his originality. This description according to Perry Miller, “in the guise of ferocious 

attacks upon America, celebrations of it”4 

 

He was unusually industrious writer who planned carefully and labored diligently to 

reach the heights that he did. He knew the ingredients for fiction that appealed to audiences 
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in the 1920s. He was perfectly attuned to the important developments and issues in 

American life during that time. As a sensible writer; he had touched all types of social 

segments in his novels from lower to upper class. He scolded Americans harshly for their 

narrow - mindedness, their hypocrisie their pretenses and shabbiness. In his best novels, 

Lewis selected the most important issues of American life - village / small town in Main 

Street, business in Babbitt, science in Arrowsmith, religion in Elmer Gantry, Politics in It 

can't Happen Here, and finally, after World War II, racism in Kingsblood Royal. He chose a 

subject not, as for most novelists, a character, situation or a mere theme, but a social area 

that could be systematically studied and mastered. He drew a revolutionary picture of 

American middle-class life without coming to revolutionary conclusions above it. However, 

his criticism of American life implies the conception of a better way of life. He knew very 

well what he would like to destroy - provincialism, complacency, hypocrisy, intellectual 

timidity, and similar faults. Thus this twenty two novels, do share in one likeness. They are a 

long march all directed toward a single discovery, the 'reality' of America. He penetrates in 

their lives to improve their living standards. Ideally, he has a good image about his 

countrymen but pragmatically they are narrow-minded, provincial and sluggish people. His 

aim was to improve their living standard by showing them their reality. In all his novels, 

mostly protagonists have some ideals which they wanted to implements in their areas. As in 

Main Street, It is the protagonist of Main Street, young Carol Milford (soon to be Carol 

Kennicott), Who had fled her imagination on "Village -Improvement"(Pictures of "Greens 

and garden-walls in France"), who had, at the banks of the Mississippi, "listened to its fables 

about the wide land of yellow waters and bleached buffalo bones to the West," and who had 

thought of "Southern Levels and singing darkies" and palm trees and river streamers and 

Dakota Chiefs, she stands on the High Bridge across the Mississippi and sees villages 

below. She fancies turning "a prairie town into Georgian houses and Japanese bungalows". 
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Her Conversation is some modern equivalent of that of Elaine and Sir Launcelot. Her mind 

is filled by images of "elsewhere." Yet her plan is to create a hometown that will fulfill her 

vision. She articulates her ambition by saying “I’ll get my hands on one of these prairie 

towns and make it beautiful."She fully participated in the various activities of the College 

but she was always disappointed over them. She would question and examine unceasingly. 

When Snyder proposed to her, she could not feel tempted by the prospect of becoming the 

wife of a convention ridden lawyer. After studying library science for a year at Chicago, she 

took up a job in the public library of St.Paul. Here a treasurer, a teacher, a reporter, and a 

railroad official showed diligent interest in her; but none of them" made her more than pause 

in thought". Her vague undergraduate idealism that "if you have got college education, you 

ought to use it for the world," makes her reject the prospects of the conventional life of a 

married woman. But very soon she gets discontented and disappointed with her work in the 

library; and when Dr. Kennicott courts this quixotic girl with the pictures of Gopher Prairie 

and offers her the prospects of reforming it, she marries him. So she moves from St. Paul to 

the village of Gopher Prairie as the bride of will Kennicott. Although she wants to be free 

from the chains of marriage yet she receives Will Kennicott with open arms because he 

offers her a chance to make that change by residing in a small town with him. She is 

romantic in her outlook and rebels against many of the established ideas of the society. Her 

idea of reformation is to bring beauty and colour into the lives of every citizen of Gopher 

Prairie. She is an agnostic in her faith but shows Christian love towards all the suffering 

people who need her loving care. Gopher Prairie seems Carol "the newest empire of the 

world", where hope is boundless. Carol cannot help herself from wondering what is going to 

happen to the landscape passing before her eyes. But as she enters, she is shocked because 

the 'stories'-her books have lied to her, for they have spoken of quaint and picturesque 

villages, and Gopher Prairie is nothing like that. When she travels by train to Gopher 
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Prairies, she observes the other passengers-poor farmers, tired looking wives, and numerous 

child-people humbly accept their poverty and 

ignorance. She imagines how she could transform these people's lives for the better. 

Seeing Gopher Prairie for the first time from the train, Carol feels disappointed because the 

town looks just like all the other ugly prairie towns she had passed on the train. The village 

is not like that as she had been them in the photographs. She sees that "Gopher Prairie was 

merely an enlargement of all the hamlets [...] there was no dignity in it or any hope of 

greatness"(31)5Carol comments about the ugliness of the town to Will. However, he does 

not find the town ugly as she does, and he points out that Gopher Prairie is larger and more 

beautiful. She becomes restless and doubts her choice of Will Kennicott that he is not of her 

kind. About him, is none of the magic of shared adventures and eagerness. On her first day 

in Gopher Prairie, Carol goes for a walk to inspect the town. She covers the entirety of the 

small town on feet in thirty-two minutes. Most of the buildings and houses on Main Street 

appear haphazardly constructed. The Minnioemashie House, the town's hotel and "fine-

dining" establishment, has flyspecked window, dirty floor, and stained tablecloths. Carol 

sees a cat sleeping one some lettuce in a grocery store window, a greasy soda fountain, and a 

dusty jumble of toothbrushes, combs and nostrums in the drugstore. In the entire town she 

does not find one building which can give pleasure to carol's eyes, not a dozen buildings 

which suggest that, in the fifty years of Gopher Prairie's existence, the citizens have realized 

that it is either desirable or possible to make this, their common home, amusing or attractive. 

The ugliness of the town unnerves her. Her first encounter with the villagers is hardly any 

better; she hears nothing but gossip, trivial talk, spite, and prejudice. These storekeepers, 

preachers, boosters, and housewives are given their opportunity for satire self-exposure in 

lengthy monologues. Finding the conversation dull, she tries to be entertaining by keeping 

up a frivolous and somewhat shocking conversation. While the other appear entertained. 
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When carol tries discussing important social issues such as the labor movement, she learns 

that the people of Gopher Prairie do not approve of unions and profit sharing. Privately, 

Kennicott advises her to watch what she says because the town people are very conservative. 

 

Carol is rebuffed by the town people when she tries to interest them in social 

reforms, and she find that, for all their outward displays of friendliness, they are inwardly 

small-minded and hypocritical people. They also criticize her. They feel her showing off. 

They discuss her. They discuss even her garments and sky her. Not only the villagers but her 

husband Will also blinds to her remarkable soul. As he says: Trouble with women like you 

is, you always want to argue. 

can not take things the ways they are [....] you do not make any effort to appreciate 

us. You are, so damned superior and think the city is such a hell of a lot finer place, and you 

want us to do what you want, all the time[....] (184).This conversation throws light that there 

is the differences between Carol's and Kennicott's perceptions. Carol sees the people as poor 

and ignorant, Kennicott sees them as content and well off. Carol takes interest in aesthetics 

while Kennicott interests himself in material things. Throughout the novel, Kennicott does 

not feel the need for change like Carol does. Unlike Carol, Will shares the conservatism of 

town’s peoples. He is also more sensible and mature than his wife. While Carol is shocked 

by the fact that Will socializes with a tailor and an undertaker, he does not share this social 

snobbery. This indifference compels her to think that Will is a rustic, that she hates him. He 

wants a nice cow of a woman who will enjoy having his dear friends talk about the weather 

and spit on the floor. But she cannot bear this ugliness. She demands for her own room 

being his life partner. Kennicott also begins accusing her of not understanding him or the 

townspeople. Furthermore, Kennicott complains that Carol acts as if she feels superior to 

everyone else and expects everyone to do whatever she wants. He tells her that she makes 
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his friends feel uncomfortable whenever they visit, as she 

adopt what he feels is a highbrow attitude, refusing to allow them to smoke or put 

their legs up on a chair. He also remarks that he has ambitions, just as she does, because he 

wants to build her a new house and works hard to provide her with a comfortable income. 

For a moment, this quarrel seems them as the grave of their love. Anyhow, they make 

compromise again that they both have faults. Carol is not as good as she thinks and as bad as 

Will says. She should take folks as they are. At this point, Carol has lived in Gopher Prairie 

for three years but still has not been able to fit into the town. Carol longs for escape but now 

finds herself rooted to the town because of her husband and baby. Among the conformists 

and mediocrity, she finds herself along. In these compromises, Carol leaves to romanticize 

as a great reformer but as the wife of a country physician. She begins to fall in love with him 

all over again. She idealizes him as a heroic doctor and witnesses him amputating a farmer's 

arm one night. She realizes that her husband is a god of small things who can go late night 

through the snow fall for his patient, who can operate a woman for appendicitis, in a Dutch 

Kitchen to save her life and cures a farmer's leg without his fee, Once he performs a surgical 

operation with no hospital facilities, that miraculous boldness of which one read in stories 

about famous surgeons. He is sincere toward his profession, family, friends and his village. 

But adoring him watching him operate and happy marital life is not enough for Carol. She 

herself accepts that she cannot leave her crank ideas while she has failed at everything: The 

Thanatopsis, parties, pioneers & city hall project. The idea of reformation is in her blood so 

she cannot content with small town provincialism which is for her "prohibition of 

happiness" and “dullness made God." From where the more intelligent young people flee to 

the cities with agility and, despite the fictional tradition resolutely stay there seldom 

returning even for holidays. So in an attempt to reach out to Carol, Kennicott takes her on a 

grand tour of the West. Carol returns home. Seeing the town again, Carol realizes that 
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nothing has changed. Everyone acts and talks the same. . He seems to realize, however, what 

Lewis pointed out to Harriet Ford, a Broadway produces: "The real triangle [...] is not 

Kennicott,Carol and Erik, but Kennicott, Carol and Main Street."6 

Thus as an observer of American life, Sinclair Lewis planted himself squarely in the 

twentieth century American Literature.His vision ranged backward to the beginning and 

forward to the unknown but hopeful future 
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